YOUR SOLUTIONS-BASED HAULING PARTNER

SUPERIOR VERSATILITY
7 position variable ride height makes hooking up to the truck easy. The different axle configurations, main deck widths, lengths and heights along with the ability to add a booster, provide superior versatility.

BUILT TO LAST
XL hydraulic necks are wider and stronger than the industry standard, offering increased stability for high center of gravity loads. The hydraulic support arm contacts truck frame rails only; there is no need to carry a 4 x 4 for blocking the neck.

PATENTED XL CHEATER NECK OPTION
The Patented XL Cheater Neck is a key component in many of XL Specialized Trailers’ hydraulic units. The revolutionary design enables trouble-free, efficient, fast hook-ups. It boasts oversized donuts and tapered load pins for faster hook-ups on uneven ground.

BUILT WITH YOU IN MIND
• Strong hydraulic neck
• 12’ 5” gooseneck length
• 24’ main deck
• 7 position variable ride height for hooking up at various heights
• 40” rear deck height
• 16” king pin setting
• 50’ 5” overall length
• 108” swing clearance
• Prepped for booster

FIND YOUR SPECIALIZED SOLUTION TODAY
visit xlspecializedtrailer.com
XL HYDRAULIC DETACHABLE GOOSENECK

GOOSENECK
HYDRAULIC DETACHABLE NARROW NECK
12’ 5” LONG
APPROXIMATELY 35” TRAVEL UP/DOWN
7 POSITION VARIABLE RIDE HEIGHT
49” 5TH WHEEL HEIGHT
108” SWING CLEARANCE
16” KING PIN SETTING
HYDRAULICS RUN OFF OF WET KIT
AIR OPERATED LOCK W/ MANUAL SAFETY LATCH

SUSPENSION
25,000 LB AIR RIDE
MANUAL RIDE HEIGHT CONTROL

AXLES
(3) 25,000 LB NOMINAL
54” SPACING
HUB PILOT, OUTBOARD DRUMS
NO ABS, 2 SPRING BRAKES
16½ X 7” BRAKES

WHEELS AND TIRES
8.25 X 22.5 STEEL RIMS
255 / 70R / 22.5 TIRES

MAIN DECK
24’ LONG
T-1 FLANGE, 80K WEB
24” LOADED DECK HEIGHT
8” GROUND CLEARANCE
(4) 16” FAB I-BEAMS
(5) BENT D-RINGS PER SIDE
10” AND 4” STUBBED JR. I-BEAM
CROSS MEMBERS ON 12” ALT. CTRS
1¾” APITONG DECKING RAISED CENTER DECK OPEN
SWING OUT OUTRIGGERS WITH 24” CENTERS, DOUBLE AT FRONT

REAR BRIDGE
14’ LONG
40” LOADED DECK HEIGHT
OPEN WHEELS W/ BOLSTERS
OPEN BOOM TROUGH
(2) FLAG HOLDERS
(2) BENT D-RINGS IN TAIL CHANNEL FRAME REINFORCEMENT FOR SINGLE AXLE BOOSTER

LIGHTING
D.O.T. APPROVED 12V SEALED
GROTE HARNESS
RUBBER MOUNTED LED LIGHTS
(1) MID-TURN SIGNAL PER SIDE
(2) CLEARANCE LIGHT PER SIDE
7 POLE ELECTRICAL SOCKET
2 TAIL LIGHT PACKAGE WITH ALUMINUM COVER

PAINT
1 YEAR WARRANTY
BLACK, IH RED, OR NEW CAT YELLOW
AIR & ELECTRIC DONE AFTER PAINT

AVAILABLE MODELS
XL 70 HDG
XL 80 HDG
XL 90 HDG
XL 100 HDG
XL 110 HDG
XL 120 HDG
ALL ALSO AVAILABLE WITH CHEATER NECK, CHDG

POPULAR OPTIONS
Full-width neck
Patented XL Cheater Neck
Detachable wheel area
13 HP Self-contained power unit
Dual hydraulic system

OPTIONS
Jeeps, Flip Axles, Boosters
Various outriggers/D-rings
Covered boom trough
Upper flange reinforcement
Steel fenders for gooseneck
Many more available